COVENTRY Architectural Series fixtures are cataloged with a standard reflector finish of soft specular clear Alzak (SCL) and a matching polished overlap flange (PF). Many optional hues are available in soft specular and diffused (matte) finishes to meet any design criteria. All compact fluorescent reflectors are standard with anti-iridescent finish. Our broad palette of reflector hues can be used to create an impressive range of lighting effects. Subtle colors blend to enhance the ambiance of the room or they can be used to highlight specific areas. Consult the factory for custom reflector tints to match a specific color.

Soft specular finishes are offered in a variety of anodized colors. For reflector finishes and textures not shown, please contact our sales department or your local Pathway representative.

**HOW TO ORDER**

**6VLED**

Flange Finish
- **PF** = Polished self flange
- **blank** = White painted self flange

Reflector Finish
- Soft Specular
  - **SCL** = Clear
  - **SST** = Straw
  - **SWT** = Wheat
  - **SPW** = Pewter
  - **SBZ** = Bronze
  - **SBL** = Black

- Diffused (Matte)
  - **HAZ** = Haze
  - **EST** = Straw
  - **EWT** = Wheat
  - **EPW** = Pewter
  - **EBZ** = Bronze

Reflector catalog number

**PAINTED FINISHES**
- **GWH** = Gloss White Painted Finish
- **MWH** = Matte White Finish

Alzak is a registered trademark of the Alcoa Co. Colors are representational.
Light-Squares™ provide energy efficient downlighting in architecturally pleasing, square and rectangular apertures. They enhance the existing architecture by replicating the existing angular designs present in the space. Light-Squares™ are ideally suited to many commercial and residential applications.

Light-Squares™ employ precisely engineered optics to supply high efficiency and excellent glare control. An optional diagonal prismatic lens provides a uniform beam distribution. A variety of reflector finishes include both soft specular and diffused Alzak® hues, as well as a textural and visually appealing corrugated style. For reflector finishes and textures not shown, please consult our sales department or your local Pathway representative.

**Soft Specular Finishes**

- SCLPF = Soft Specular Clear
- SPWPF = Soft Specular Pewter
- SSTPF = Soft Specular Straw
- SWTPF = Soft Specular Wheat
- SBZPF = Soft Specular Bronze
- SBLPF = Soft Specular Black
- HAZPF = Clear Haze
- EPWPF = Pewter Haze
- ESTPF = Straw Haze
- EWTPF = Wheat Haze
- EBZPF = Bronze Haze
- MWH = Matte White Finish
- CRG = Corrugated Clear Alzak®

**Painted Finishes**

- GWH = Gloss White Painted Finish
- MWH = Matte White Finish

Alzak is a registered trademark of the Alcoa Co. Colors are representational.